Thursday, November 19 | 1:00 PM

ONLINE

Program

Co-Chairs: Stephen K. Burley, M.D., D.Phil. and Sagar Khare, Ph.D.

1:00–1:05 pm  
**IQB Welcome/Introductions**
Stephen K. Burley, M.D., D.Phil. (IQB, NB SAS-C&CB, CINJ)

1:05–1:15 pm  
**Opening Remarks**
Prabhas V. Moghe, Ph.D. (EVPAA, NB SOE-BME/CBE, CINJ)

1:15–1:45 pm  
**Viral Proteins and their Roles in the Virus Life Cycle**
David S. Goodsell, Ph.D. (RCSB PDB, IQB)

1:45–2:15 pm  
**Main Protease**
Stephen K. Burley, M.D., D.Phil. (RCSB PDB)

2:15–2:45 pm  
**Main Protease**
Sagar Khare, Ph.D. (IQB, NB SAS-C&CB, CINJ)

2:45–3:00 pm  
**RNA-dependent RNA Polymerase**
Thejasvi Venkatachalam, B.A. (RCSB PDB, NB SAS-MB&B)

3:00–3:30 pm  
**Surface Glycoprotein Spike Protein**
Jonathan Williams, Ph.D. (SAS-C&CB)

3:30–4:00 pm  
**E-Protein Pentameric Ion Channel**
Grace Brannigan, Ph.D. (Camden CAS-Physics)

4:00–4:30 pm  
**Concluding Remarks/Acknowledgments**
Sagar Khare, Ph.D.